Marry
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Have a baby!
Choose a couple (male and female). Buy them a child.
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5 Adopt
Choose any person. Buy them a child or choose a child to give to them.
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5 Family Vacation
Choose a family. This family cannot be changed or harmed until your next turn.
Falling Out
Choose one person. The oldest member of your family adopts that person and their immediate children.

Adultery
Choose any married person. They must divorce their spouse and marry someone else instantly.

Incest
Choose any couple. They are found to be incestuous and now cannot have a baby.

Sterile
Choose a person. They cannot have a baby anymore.

Necrotizing Fasciitis
Choose a person. They die at the end of the current turn.

Dysentery
Choose a person. They die at the end of the current turn.

Panacea
Cancels any sickness.
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Deus Ex Machina
Cancels any disaster.